August 22, 1930

Mileage 1731

Seemed the Cimba river where the road crosses (20 miles W of junction with Canadian) between Cimba city and the Los Rios. This is a muddy stream with moderate to strong current and a mild and boulder bottom. It is 50 to about 85 feet wide and up to 4 feet deep. They are a series of poorly defined pools and riffles to areas that are not true riffles. True rocky riffles were neared. They were essentially barren. Many catfish and young were taken, mostly in moderately strong current. At 4 00 P M.

On the way back to the Cimba road one saw a coney of about 30 quails. Very many doves were around. Two or three smaller coney and quail were seen. The country was grassy with fairly frequent flocks of mosquitos.

A Cremidophorus periplanis seen just east of Mesa Rica.
August 22, 1939

Served the Conchos Lake at Conchos City.

The water is clear white and is rising at the rate of about 5 feet per day. We arrived on a clay and gravel bottom amongst the mud vegetation. The waterfowl were abundant.

Depth - to 3 1/2 feet. Many Daphnia were seen in one quiet lagoon. A 84 W 77 of 5'-20'.